
German Shepherd Dog League Members Competition  16 November 2019 
Judge:  Sharon Ballantyne-Gordon Qld 
 

I was very pleased with the overall entry of 94, of those 73 were exhibited. It was quite a warm day so I was mindful 
of this whilst working the classes.  

The main sire influences were Conbhairean Freddie, Djambo vom Fichtenschlag, Toby von der Plassenburg, Gerry von 
der Schacher, Vablo vom Osterberger-Land and in the younger classes there were some nice babies from Iliano von 
Juvenisity. 

The two biggest classes that impressed me the most with the depth of quality was the Open and Baby Puppy Stock 
Coat females. The bone strength, strength of heads, substance and overall presentation of the dogs in both classes 
was pleasing, considering the age difference the little babies did really well, credit to the owners and exhibitors. The 
Open Dog LSC winner was also a very pleasing dog with his overall construction and fluent movement. 

Points of observation and areas of slight concern in my opinion was the firmness in stance, quite a number of dogs not 
standing straight and had infirm pasterns. The majority of dogs Hocks and Elbows should be firmer. A large number of 
males and female were standing on the upper limit of size and a small percentage were oversize. Firmness of the 
overall joints is of the upmost importance. All dogs presented were sound in character. A small percentage ideally 
could have had improved coat condition, and ring performance further developed.   

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all exhibitors for their sportsmanship shown to each other in the ring, 
the club for the appointment and to my helpers on the day, Melanie Groth, Diane, Greg Jones, Cassie Booth and Kim 
McGregor. I really enjoyed the day judging your dogs and wish you all the best into the future with your breeding and 
exhibiting.  

STOCK COAT BITCHES 

Baby Puppy Bitch Class 

13 entered 12 exhibited   Grading  Placings 1-9 Very Promising 10-12  Promising 

Pleasing class of overall very good quality strength and substance. Clean top and underlines. Very good 
proportions. 

1st Kelinpark Skittle S. *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (UK) a ED x D. *Kelinpark Nutella AZ 

2nd Glenbala Perfect In Pink S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Glenbala Perfectly Vibrant AZ 

3rd Glenbala Perfect In Rio S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Glenbala Perfectly Vibrant AZ 

4th Bossface Halifax S. *Bossface Zephyr AZ x D. *Bossface Lainie AZ 

5th Cossavane Dream TB Famous S. *Vegas vom Dongmiran (NDL) a ED x D. *Cossavane Skylah AZ 

6th Cinderhof Tulli S. *Freinhauf Hannibal AZ x D. *Siegen Peggys Charlee AZ 

7th *Lawine Houdinis Surprise S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Ch Lawine Takira AZ 

8th Freevale Knockout In Pink S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Freevale Crazy Oohla Pink AZ 

9th Lozani Kikka Helga S.*Ch Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas AZ x D.*Lozani Clara AZ 

10th Pamakay Thea Fortunate Drummer S.*Gewalt Tennessee Drummer AZ x D. *Pamakay Fortuna AZ 

Minor Puppy Bitch 

3 entered 2 exhibited   Gradings Placing 1-2 Very Promising 

1st Freevale Jois De Vivre S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Ch Freevale For Arts Sake AZ 

2nd Durnstein Kokomo S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x *Durnstein French Champagne AZ 



Puppy Bitch 

5 entered 4 exhibited  Gradings - Placings 1-4 Very Promising 

1st Stobar Ghanaa S. *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (UK) a ED x *Stobar Carlotte AZ 

2nd Jaknell Ahead Of The Game S.*Jaknell Coz Im TNT AZ x D. *Tanveld Ultima AZ 

3rd Kuirau Rhine S. *Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU) a ED x *Kuirau Chakira AZ 

4th Sundaneka Wildfire Tequila S.*ChVablo vom Osterburger-Land (DEU) aED x D. *Sundaneka Tequila 
Sunrise AZ 

Junior Bitch  

8 entered 6 entered  Gradings – Placings 1-6  Very good 

1st Cinderhof Italiaa AZ S.*Macho vom Lamorak (DEU) aED x D. *Freinhauf Havoc AZ 

14 months 61/27 Very large, medium strong, slightly stretched, very well pigmented and well coloured 
female of overall pleasing type and outlook. Very good strength of head correct ear set, dark eye. Slightly 
erect in the neck, high wither, firm back, very good length and lay of the croup. Good length and lay of the 
upper arm, maximum hind quarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg, very good fore and under-chest, 
stands correct in front. Moves slightly narrow going the hocks are firm, correct coming with elbows still to 
reach final firmness. During movement shows powerful far reaching gait, transmitted through a firm back 
whilst maintaining a high wither. 

2nd Hausillivon Urana *Hauseillivon Garmin AZ x Hausillivon Fara AZ 

14 months 58.5/28 Medium size, medium strong well coloured and pigmented, slightly compact. Good 
strength of head where ideally the masking should be stronger. Strong neck, level wither, slight nick behind. 
Firm straight back, good croup. The upper arm could be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter 
angulation. Stands correct in front, moves correct coming and going with good firm hocks, elbows should 
be slightly firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good reach and drive. 

3rd Khanique Nadalia A Z  S.*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (DEU) aED x D. Khanique Gracie A Z 

17 months 60/28  Very large, strong stretched well boned female with very good head and expression, 
correct eye colour. Good strength of neck, high wither, firm straight back very good length and lay of the 
croup. Very good foreleg, very good forequarter and maximum hindquarter angulation. Moves slightly wide 
going hocks could be still firmer, narrow coming elbows are slightly loose. Shows very good ground 
covering movement maintaining a high wither. 

4th Uhlmsdorf French Vanilla S*Ch Uhlmsdorf Black Douglas AZ x D. *Ch Uhlmsdorf Blueberry AZ 

17 months 59.5/27 Large, medium strong, slightly compact female. Good strength of head, correct eye 
colour very good ear set. Slightly short neck, level wither, slight roach over the back, slightly short steep 
croup. Very good length of foreleg, good fore and good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, 
slightly short under-chest. Moves correct going and coming, however both hocks and elbows could still be 
firmer. Shows very good movement, just with a slight inclination to fall on the forehand. 

5th Reichstag Renata S.*Rudy Haus Edmond (DEU) a ED x D. Bhuachialle Risky Business 

14 months 62/28.5 Oversize, medium strong, correct proportions. Very good strength of head, marred 
slightly by a light eye. Slightly erect neck, high wither, firm straight back, good length of croup. Long upper 
arm could be better angled, maximum hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg standing not 
quite correct in front. Slightly narrow fore and good under-chest. Slightly narrow going with good hock 
firmness, narrow coming the elbows are slightly loose. Shows very good ground covering gait maintaining a 
high wither. 

6th Ch. Nikobishunde Isabella S. *Conkasha Atomic Fire AZ x D. *Rubysway Cause To Look AZ 

12 months 61/28 Very large, medium strong, slightly compact well coloured, firm and dry. Good strength of 
head correct ear set, the eye is light. Slightly short neck, level wither, firm straight back, slightly short 



slightly steep croup. The upper arm could still be longer and better angled. Very good length of foreleg. 
Stands not quite correct in front. Correct hindquarter. Slightly wide going good firmness of hocks slightly 
wide coming, elbows could still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good reach and drive.  

ABSENT  

Andacht Astrid (AI) S.*Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU) aED x D. Andacht Emily Prentiss 

Kelinpark Rocky Road S. *Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) aED x D. *Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ 

Intermediate Bitch 

2 entered 2 presented   Grading – Placings 1-2 Very good 

1st *Vladimir Me Me Im First AZ S. Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) aED x S. *Ch Vladimir Greys Thnew 
Black  AZ 

2yrs 2 months 61/30 Very large, strong, very well proportioned richly coloured sable of very good type and 
outlook. Good strength of head, correct ear set, slightly light eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, firm 
straight back very good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Very good fore 
and under-chest. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going with 
very good hock firmness and elbows still to reach final firmness. Shows very good ground covering 
movement maintaining a high wither. 

2nd Lozani Genesis AZ S. *Juwika Destroyer (DEN) aED x D. Bronacre Chiquita AZ 

18 months 61/28 Very large, medium strong, slightly compact female presented slightly out of coat today. 
Good strength of head, very good ear set and carriage, light eyes. Slightly short neck, level wither, firm 
straight back. Slightly short, slightly steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very 
good length of foreleg. Good fore and slightly short under-chest. Stands correct in front. Correct going with 
good firmness of hocks, correct coming, elbows should be slightly firmer. Balanced movement with good 
reach and drive and good firmness. 

Open Bitch 

11 entered 8 presented     Gradings - Placings 1-8 Excellent  

1st *Frienhauf Havoc AZ S.*Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU)a ED x D. *Pedra degli Achei (ITY)aED 

3yrs 2 months 60/29 Double P1 upper left. Large, medium strong, slightly stretched, very well coloured and 
pigmented female with an overall pleasing outlook. Clean top and underlines, very good strength of head, 
very good expression with very good eye colour, slightly large ears. Very good length of neck, high wither, 
firm straight back, very good length and lay of the croup. Very good length and lay of the upper arm, 
maximum hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and correct under-chest, stands correct in front. Moves 
correct coming and going with good firmness of hocks and elbows. Shows very good movement with very 
good reach and powerful hindquarter drive. Shown in very good condition. 

2nd *Jaystryke Stunning In Gold AZ *Ch Toby von der Plassenburg (DEU) aED x D. *Andacht Pepery AZ 

3 yrs 61/28 Very large, medium strong, firm and dry female. Ideally the overall saddle markings could be 
stronger. Very good strength of head, slight roman nose. Good strength of neck, high wither, firm straight 
back. Very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and correct hindquarter angulation. Very good 
length of foreleg, stands correct in front, good fore and sightly short under-chest. Moves correct coming and 
going with good firmness of hocks and elbows. Shows very good movement, far reaching and powerful 
hindquarter drive. Presented in firm dry condition. 

3rd *Jaknell Love Bomb AZ S.*Ch Jaknell Coz Im TNT AZ x D. *Jaknell Yankees Prodigy AZ 

2 yrs 10 months slightly dropped lower incisors 60/28.5 Large, medium strong, well presented, well coated, 
well coloured, richly pigmented with an overall pleasing outlook. Very good strength of head, very good 
expression, slightly large ears. Erect neck, high wither, firm straight back, very good length and lay of the 
croup. The upper arm could still be longer and better angled, correct hindquarter angulation. Slightly narrow 
fore and slightly short under-chest. Stands correct in front. Moves correct going and coming with good 



firmness of hocks, elbows should be firmer. Very good movement, very good reach and drive transmitted 
through a firm back. Presented in very good show condition today. 

4th Vladimir Legen WaitForit Dary AZ S.*Ch Toby von der Plassenburg (DEU) aED x D.*ChVladimir 
GreysThNewBlack AZ 

2 yrs 9 months 62.5/29.5 Oversize, strong substantial brood type female with very good strength of head, 
very good strength of upper and lower jaw, slightly low set ears. Very good strength and length of neck, 
high wither, firm straight back, very good length but slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter and 
maximum hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced under-chest. Stands correct in front, moves 
correct coming and going with good hock firmness, elbows are slightly loose. Shows very good movement 
with very good reach and powerful drive. 

5th *Freevale Inner Beauty AZ S. *ChToby von der Plassenburg (DEU) aED x D. *Ch Jonkhara Simply 
Irresistible AZ 

2 yrs 11 months 61/29 slightly dropped lower incisors. Very large, strong, substantial, slightly compact 
proportions with a clean top and underline. Presented in slightly out of coat condition. Very good strength of 
head, upper and lower jaws. Slightly wide low set ears, medium eye colour. Strong neck, level wither, firm 
straight back, good length and lay of croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore 
and under-chest. Stands correct in front. Correct going, hocks could still be firmer, correct coming, elbows 
could still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good reach and drive, presented in slightly heavy 
condition. 

6th *Sundaneka Undercover Agent AZ S.*Ch Vablo vom Osterberger-Land (DEU)a ED x D. *Xyna von 
Niemerger Eck (DEU) aED 

3 yrs 11 months 61/29 Very large, medium strong, correctly proportioned, very well coloured and 
pigmented female. Very good head and expression. Correct ear set, good strength of neck, level wither, 
firm straight back, the croup is of good length but is slightly steep. Very good fore and maximum 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and under-chest, Stands correct in front. Correct going, hocks could still 
be firmer, slightly wide coming, elbows should be slightly firmer. Shows very good movement with very 
good reach and drive. 

7th *Kelinpark Nutella AZ S.*Ch Kellinpark Helluva Rebel CCD AZ x D. *Ch Kelinpark Butterscotch AZ 

2 yrs 8 months 59/29 Large, strong, quite substantial female presented in slightly heavy condition. Very 
good strength of head, good breadth of skull with strong upper and lower jaw, slightly wide set ears. Strong 
neck, level wither, slightly infirm back, good length of croup, set slightly steep. Good fore and very good 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short under-chest, stands correct in front. Slightly wide going 
with good hock firmness, wide coming, elbows should still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good 
reach and drive however the overall ligamentation over the back should be firmer. 

8th  *Lozani Clara AZ S. *Juwika Destroyer (DEN) aED x D. *Bronacre Chiquita AZ 

3 yrs 2 months 59.5/28 Above medium size, medium strong well coloured and richly pigmented, firm and 
dry. Presented in slightly out of coat condition. Very good strength of head with strong upper and lower jaw. 
Correct ear set, medium eye colour. Slightly short neck, level wither, firm straight back, good croup. The 
upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good length of 
foreleg, stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going, where the elbows and hocks could still be 
firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good reach and drive. Pleasing is the overall firmness of 
ligamentation. 

ABSENT  

55 *Kevgar Awesome Material Girl AZ S.*Homer vom Amasis (ITY) a ED x D. *Dellahund Asgoodas 
Madonna AZ 

56 *Ch Vladimir Just A Flirt AZ s. *Ch Toby von der Plassenburg (DEU) a ED x *ChVladimir Flirtacious AZ 

64 *Unshaus Djamika AZ S.*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) a ED x D. *Unshaus Franziska AZ 



 

BEST BITCH STOCK COAT *Freinhauf Havoc AZ 

RUNNER UP STOCK COAT *Jaystryke Stunning In Gold AZ 

 

Baby Puppy Dog 

3 entered 2 exhibited Gradings – Placings 1-2 Very Promising 

1st Kelinpark Ticket To Ride S. *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (UK) a ED x D. *Kelinpark Malteser AZ 

2nd Lawine Get Connected S. *Iliano von Juvenisity (NDL) a ED x D. *Ch Lawine Takira AZ 

Minor Puppy Dog 

3 entered 3 exhibited Gradings Placings 1-2 Very Promising   3 Promising 

1st Kingland Harco S. *UK Ch Conbhairean Freddie (UK) a ED x *Kingland Venice AZ 

2nd Kaygarr Dark Knight S. Conbhairean Karlos (UK) a ED *Ursa Av Thorarinn (Imp Nor) 

3rd Sundaneka Blaze N Guns *Sundaneka Young Gun AZ x D. *Sundaneka Nooschka AZ 

Puppy Dog 

3 entered 3 exhibited Gradings  Placings 1-3 Very Promising 

1st Bossface Tricky *Fremont Watson AZ x *Bossface Kyrie AZ 

2nd Kuirau Riccardo *Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU) a ED x D. *Kuirau Chakira AZ 

3rd Sundaneka Whisky Cobbler S.*Ch *Vablo vom Osterberger-Land (DEU) a ED x D *Sundaneka Tequila 
Sunrise AZ 

Junior Dog 

4 entered 3 exhibited Gradings – Placings 1-3 Very Good 

1st Cinderhof Armanii S.*Freinhauf Hannibal AZ x D.*Vanland Ava AZ 

12 months 66.5/32 Oversize, medium strong, slightly compact, firm and dry dog of overall good type. Very 
good head, good expression with good ear set, medium eye colour. Strong neck, high wither, firm straight 
back, good lay of croup just slightly short. The upper arm could be longer and better angled, correct 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and slightly short under-chest. Correct going with 
good hock firmness, slightly narrow coming, elbows still to reach final firmness. During movement he shows 
good reach and very good drive maintaining a high wither. 

2nd Hausillevon Vaco S. *Schaeferhund Logun A Z x D. Hausillevon Ianda 

13 months 65.5/30 Very large, strong, slightly compact, very well coloured and pigmented dog who 
presents an overall pleasing type. Very good head and expression with very good ear set, very good 
breadth of skull, correct eye colour. Strong neck, level wither, firm straight back, good lay of croup set 
slightly steep. Good fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and slightly short under-
chest. Stands not quite correct in front and the pasterns should be firmer. Slightly narrow going hocks could 
be firmer. Slightly narrow coming, the elbows should be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good reach 
and drive however the overall ligamentation over the back should be firmer. 

3rd  Sheznova Django AZ S.*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) aED x D. Sheznova Starkisst AZ 

15 months 64.5/31 Above medium size, strong, very well coloured, well coated slightly stretched, well 
pigmented. Very good strength of head, correct ear size and set, medium eye colour. Slightly short neck, 
level wither, slightly infirm back, very good length and lay of the croup. Good fore and maximum 
hindquarter angulation. Standing east-west in front, correct going, hocks should be firmer, slightly wide 



coming, the elbows should be firmer The pasterns are not firm and should be straighter. Very good 
movement. 

ABSENT  

Sheznova Djando AZ S.*Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) aED x D. Sheznova Starkisst AZ 

Intermediate Dog 

7 entered 6 exhibited  Gradings  Placings 1-5 Very good  1 withdrawn   

1st *Jaknell Worth The Wait AZ S. *Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU) a ED x *Jaknell Sweet Revenge AZ  

22 months 65/32 Double P1 Upper Right and Upper Left. Very large, medium strong, well-proportioned, 
firm and dry, expressive very well coloured and well pigmented. Correct development for his age. Very 
good strength of head with correct skull planes and very good ear set, dark eyes. Strong slightly short neck, 
high wither, firm straight back, just slightly short, slightly steep croup. The upper arm could be slightly 
longer and better angled, correct hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and just slightly short under-chest, 
very good length of foreleg, stands correct in front. Moves correct going with good hock firmness, correct 
coming, elbows should be slightly firmer. Shows very good ground covering gait, just inclined to lift slightly 
in the front at times. Presented in very good show condition and the firmness over the back is convincing. 

2nd *Nikobishunde Haakon *Djambo vom Fichtenshlag (DEU) aED x D. *Ch Nikobishunde Auspicious 
Amelia AZ 

22 months 65.5/31 Very large, medium strong, slightly stretched, very well coloured and pigmented. 
Presents an overall pleasing picture in stance. Very good strength of head. Good strength of upper and 
lower jaw, medium eye colour, Bottom lips should be tighter, slightly short neck, high wither slight nick 
behind, firm straight back, very good length and lay of the croup. Good length of upper arm just set slightly 
steep, very good hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg, good fore and correct under-chest. 
Stands correct in front. Slightly narrow going with good hock firmness, slightly narrow coming, elbows 
should be firmer, slightly infirm pasterns. During movement, he shows very good reach and powerful drive 
while maintaining a high wither. Ideally the dog should be more animated. 

3rd *Bhuachaille Deliberation AZ S. Bhuachaille Yesssaidfred AZ x D. *Bhuachaille Taffeta And Lace AZ 

21 months 65/30.5 GSDCA Tooth Certificate 101245. Large, strong, slightly compact, firm and dry dog. 
Good strength of head, very good skull planes. The ears are of correct size, but set slightly low, correct eye 
colour. Strong neck, level wither, firm straight back, the croup is slightly short and steep. Very good fore 
and correct hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short under-chest. Stands correct in front. 
Correct going with good hock firmness, correct going with elbows still to be firmer. Shows a balanced very 
good ground covering gait. 

4th Bemboka Fire Power *Veneze Lutz (UK) aED x D. Bemboka Autumn Fire AZ 

21 months 64.5/30.5 Above medium size, medium strong, slightly compact dog that has good colour and 
pigment. Needs to be presented in better condition. Good strength of head, slightly small ears, medium eye 
colour. Slightly short neck, level wither slight nick behind, firm back, slightly short, slightly steep croup. 
Good fore and correct hindquarter angulation. Slightly narrow fore and slightly short under-chest, stands 
correct in front. Slightly narrow going with good hock firmness, slightly narrow coming, the elbows could still 
be firmer. Good ground covering gait  

Withdrawn  

*Sundaneka Notorious Thunda AZ S. *Sundaneka Thunda Downunda AZ x D. *Sundaneka Shooting Star 
AZ 

23 ½ months 66/30 Very large, medium strong, correct proportions, very well coloured and pigmented firm 
and dry. Good strength of head, slightly light eye. Roman nose. Slightly short neck, high wither, firm straight 
back, good length and lay of the croup. The upper arm should be longer and better angled, very good 
hindquarter angulation. Slightly narrow fore and under-chest, very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in 



front. Slightly wide going with good hock firmness, correct coming the elbows and pasterns should be 
firmer. Shows good reach and drive, firm and dry. Permission given to withdraw due to lameness. 

ABSENT  

*Khanique Lazaro AZ S.*Vac-Vacvolgyi Jenky (DEU) aED x D. *Khanique Gracie AZ 

Treschutzer Buzz Lightyear AZ S.*Ch Labo von der Schollweiher (DEU) a ED Treuschutzer Malibu Barbie 
AZ 

Open Dog 

7 entered 5 exhibited   Gradings All Excellent 

1st *Uhlmsdorf Black Dimond AZ S.*Vac-Vagvolgyi Jenky (DEU) a ED x D. *Uhlmsdorf Elle Mac AZ 

3 yrs 5 months 65.5/30.5 Very large, strong, slightly stretched, well coated, and pigmented dog who 
presents a pleasing picture in stance. Very good strength of head with correct eye colour, lovely dark 
masking. Good strength of neck into a high wither, firm straight back, very good length and lay of croup. 
Very good fore and correct hindquarter angulation. Pronounced fore and under-chest. Ideally should not 
become any deeper. Moves correct coming, shows very good movement with very good reach and drive. 
Ideally the overall ligamentation over the back could be slightly firmer. 

2nd *Ch Kuirau Casey Stoner AZ S. *Ch Toby von der Plassenburg (DEU) aED x S. Ch Kuraiu Takeira AZ 

7 yrs 66/32 Very large, medium strong dog of correct proportions. Very good strength of head with correct 
skull planes, very good ear set and size, dark eyes. Strong neck, high wither, firm straight back, very good 
length and lay of the croup. Good fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and correct 
under-chest. Stands correct in front, correct going with good firmness of hocks, slightly narrow coming, the 
elbows could be still firmer. Shows very good movement with very good reach and powerful drive. 
Presented in very good condition for his age. 

3rd *Khayem Revelation AZ S.*Ch Labo vom Schollweiher aED x D. *Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi AZ 

2 yrs 3 months 63.5/30 slightly close scissor bite. Medium size, medium strong, slightly stretched, very well 
coloured and pigmented. Presented slightly out of coat. Good strength of head, the ear carriage should be 
firmer. Pronounced stop. Good strength of neck, level wither, firm straight back, the croup could still be 
slightly longer and less steep. Good length and lay of the upper arm, very good hindquarter. Stands correct 
in front. Moves correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, where the elbows could still be 
firmer. Shows very good movement with very good reach and drive. Just inclined to flick the pasterns 
slightly whilst moving at quicker pace. 

4th  *Ch Vablo vom Osterberger-Land (DEU) a ED S. *Remo vom Fichtenschlag aED x D. *Wianna vom 
Osterberger-Land a ED 

8 yrs  65/31.5 Large, strong, correct proportions, Very good head, correct eye colour, slightly short neck, 
high withers slight nick behind, firm, straight back, good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, correct going with good firmness of hocks, correct coming, 
the elbows could still be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good reach and drive. The dog due to his 
age is lacking enthusiasm.  

5th *Conkasha Atomic Fire AZ S. *Ch Vablo von Osterburger-Land (DEU) aED x D. Conkasha Wild Dancer 
AZ 

64.5/30.5 Above medium size, medium strong, well coloured, well pigmented firm and dry dog. Very good 
strength of head and correct skull planes, very good ear set however the tips just fold back slightly, correct 
eye colour. Slightly short neck, level wither, slight nick behind firm straight back, just slightly short slightly 
steep croup. The upper arm could still be longer and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. 
Stands not quite correct in front the pasterns are slightly infirm. Narrow coming and going where both the 
hocks and elbows should be firmer. Shows good movement with very good reach very good drive.  

ABSENT  



90 *Uhlmsdorf Jack Black AZ *Juwika Destroyer (DEN) a ED x D. *Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne AZ 

91 * Iliano von Juvenisity (NLD) a ED  S. *Sky vom Altenburger-Land aED x *Romy von der Ramojahoeve 
a ED 

 

Best Stock Coat Dog *Uhlmsdorf Black Dimond AZ 

Runner-up Stock Coat Dog *Jaknell Worth The Wait AZ 

 

 

  



Long Stock Bitches 

Baby Bitch (LSC) 

3 entered 3 exhibited  Gradings Placings 1 -3 Very Promising 

1st  Siobahn Greyt Expectations S. *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x D. *Siobahn Greyt Expectations 
AZ 

2nd  Kelinpark Snickers S.*UKCh Conbhairean Freddie (UK) a ED x D. *Kelinpark Nutella AZ 

3rd  Lawine Diamond Essence S. Iliano von Juvenisity (NLD) a ED x D. *Lawine Takira AZ 

Minor Puppy Bitch (LSC) 

No entries 

Puppy Bitch (LSC) 

2 entered 2 exhibited  Gradings Placings 1-2 Very promising 

1st  Dellahund Party At My Place S. *Vegas von Dongmiran (NDL) a ED x *Dellahund One Too Fancy AZ 

2nd  Sundaneka Whistling Gypsy S. *Ch Vablo vom Osterberger-Land (DEU) a ED x D.*Sundaneka Tequila 
Sunrise AZ 

Junior Bitch (LSC) 

3 entered 2 exhibited   Gradings Placing 1-2 Very good 

1st  Cinderhof Indiaa S. Macho vom Lamorak (DEU) a ED x *Frienhauf Havoc AZ  

12 months 61/28.5 Very large, strong, substantial female of correct body proportions. Very good strength of 
head with dark masking, and correct eye colour, slightly large ears that are well set. Good strength of neck, 
set slightly erect, high wither, firm straight back, croup is slightly short and steep. The upper arm could still 
be longer and better angled, correct hindquarter angulation. Slightly narrow going, stands correct in front, 
correct coming, both hocks and elbows should be firmer. In movement, shows very good reach and 
powerful drive. 

2nd  Reichkaiser Like A Firecracker S. Ch Kouragous Kavic AZ x Reichkaiser Perpetual Glory AZ  

16 months 61/28 Very large, medium strong, well coloured, correct proportions. Good head, ideally the 
strength of the upper and lower jaws could be better, medium eye colour. Erect neck, level wither, firm 
back, good croup. Good fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Moves correct 
coming and going, both the hocks and elbows should be firmer. Shows balanced movement, good reach 
very good drive. Ideally her ring performance could be improved. 

ABSENT  

Vladimir Once You Go Black S. *Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) a ED x D. *Ch Vladimir Just A Flirt AZ 

Intermediate Bitch (LSC) 

3 entered 2 exhibited  Gradings Placings 1-2 Very good 

1st *Ch Lindenelm Fancy Tickled Pink S. *Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) a ED x D. *Uhlmsdorf Pink 
Champagne AZ 

26 months 58/27 Medium size, well boned, well coloured and pigmented. Presents a good picture in 
stance. Expressive head with good eye colour, where ideally the strength of the underjaw could be more 
stronger. Slightly erect neck, level wither, firm straight back, good length and lay of the croup. Very good 
fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Slightly infirm pasterns, stands correct in front. Moves correct 
going and coming. Both the hocks and elbows could still be firmer. During movement, shows far reaching, 
powerful gait, presented in very good show condition today. The ligamentation over the back is convincing. 



2nd  Ducliffe A Winters Tale S. *Ch Vablo vom Osterburger-Land (DEU) a ED x Ch Bramblegait Affair to 
Remember AZ 

25 months 62/29 Oversize, strong, brood type female, slightly stretched proportions. Very good strength of 
head good strength of upper and lower jaw. Slightly short neck, level wither, slightly infirm back, good 
length of croup with good broad upper thigh. The upper arm could still be longer and better angled. Slightly 
long toes and infirm pasterns. Stands not quite correct in front, slightly narrow going, correct coming and 
the hocks and elbows should be firmer. Shows balanced movement with good reach and drive. Ideally she 
should carry the wither a little higher. 

ABSENT  

11 Crytara What’s the Catch (AI) S. *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x D. *Ch Kelinpark Icing On The 
Cake AZ 

Open Bitch (LSC)  

4 entered 4 exhibited   Gradings – Placings 1-4  Excellent 

1st  *Jaknell Ruby Tuesday AZ S. *Ch Gerry von der Schacher (DEU) a ED x D. *Jaknell Rolling Stone AZ 

3 yrs 4 months 59/28 Medium size, well coloured, well pigmented presenting a pleasing picture in stance. 
Very good strength of head with correct ear carriage. Dark eyes. Slightly erect neck, high withers, firm 
straight back, well laid just slightly short croup. Good fore and maximum hindquarter angulation. 
Pronounced fore and correct under-chest, stands correct in front. Moves correct coming and going, ideally 
the hocks and elbows should be firmer. Balanced movement with very good reach and powerful drive. 

2nd *Ch Siobhan Greyt Temptation (AI) AZ S. *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x D *Ch Vladimir Greyt 
Sensation AZ 

4 yrs 1 months 61.5/29 Very large, strong, well-proportioned, well coloured grey sable. Very good strength 
of head, very good strength of upper and lower jaw. The right ear is slightly tilted inward, correct eye colour. 
Good strength of neck, high wither, firm straight back, very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore 
and maximum hindquarter angulation. Slightly narrow fore and correct under-chest, stands not quite correct 
in front. Moves correct going, slightly narrow coming, correct hock firmness, the elbows should be firmer. 
Shows very good movement, very good reach and powerful drive, maintaining a high wither. The 
ligamentation over the back is also convincing. 

3rd *Siobhan Greyt Encore AZ S. *Gavin von Hasenborn (NDL) a ED x D. *Ch Vladimir Greyt Sensation AZ 

3 yrs and 5 months 62.5/31 Oversize, medium strong, correct body proportions, very well coloured, well 
pigmented grey sable. Expressive head, ideally the stop should be more defined. Medium eye colour. High 
wither, firm straight back, the croup is slightly short and slightly steep. Very good fore and correct 
hindquarter angulation. Very good length of foreleg, slightly infirm pasterns. Stands correct in front. Moves 
correct coming and going, both the hocks and elbows could still be firmer. Shows far reaching movement 
with powerful hindquarter drive maintaining a high wither. 

4th * Bhuachaille Xhibitionist AZ S. *Ch Labo von der Schollweiher (DEU) aED x *Bhuachaille Indianna 
Sunrise AZ 

3 yrs 9 months 61/29 Very large, medium strong, stretched bitch with clean top and underline. Expressive 
head with good strength of skull, good ear set, medium eye colour. High wither, slightly infirm straight back, 
very good length and lay of the croup. The upper arm could still be longer and better angled, maximum 
hindquarter depth, Slightly narrow fore and pronounced under-chest and should not become any deeper. 
Slightly infirm pasterns. Moves narrow going, correct coming, both the hocks and elbows should be firmer. 
Shows balanced movement with very good reach and drive. 

Best LSC Bitch *Jaknell Ruby Tuesday AZ 

Runner-up LSC Bitch *Ch Siobhan Greyt Temptation (AI) AZ 

 



LONG STOCK COAT MALES 

Baby Dog (LSC) 

1 entered 1 exhibited    Grading Very promising 

16 Kingland Jester S. *Cinderhof Vandaal AZ x D. *Kingland Whole Lotta Kayos AZ 

Minor Puppy Dog (LSC) 

No entries 

Puppy Dog (LSC) 

1 entered None exhibited 

ABSENT  

17 Bossface Spin Doctor S. *Fremont Watson AZ x D. *Bossface Kyrie AZ 

Junior Dog 

2 entered 2 exhibited  Gradings placings 1-2 Very good 

1st  Bhuachaille Evander S.*Siobhan Greyt Impact AZ x D. Bhuachaille Xhibitionist AZ 

16 months 65/29 Very large, strong, slightly stretched, expressive, well coloured, presenting a pleasing 
picture overall. Very good strength of head, expressive masking, medium eye colour. Strong neck into a 
high wither, firm straight back, very good length and lay of the croup. Very good fore and maximum 
hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and under-chest. Moves correct coming and 
going, both the hocks and elbows still to reach final firmness. Shows balanced movement with very good 
reach and drive. Correct development for his age. Slight hook in the tail detracts slightly from the overall 
outline. 

2nd  Reichkaiser Hearmeroar S. Ch Kouragous Kavic AZ x D. *Reichkaiser Perpetual Glory AZ 

17 months 65/29.5 Very large, strong, slightly compact, very well coloured, richly pigmented dog, with a 
very expressive head. Dark masking, very good strength of the skull, correct ear set. Slightly short neck, 
level withers slight nick behind, straight back, croup should be longer. The upper arm could still be longer 
and better angled, very good hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and slightly short 
under-chest. Moves correct going and coming, the elbows and hocks could still be firmer. Shows balanced 
movement however the reach is slightly restricted. Very good drive. 

Intermediate Dog (LSC) 

2 entered  2 exhibited   Gradings Placings 1st Very good 2nd  Good 

1st  *Kuirau Orlando AZ S. *Djambo vom Fichtenschlag (DEU) a ED x D. *Kuraiu Chakira AZ 

23 months 63.5/31.5 Medium size, strong, slightly compact, well coloured and pigmented. Very good 
strength of head in relation to his size. Very good strength of upper and lower jaw, correct ear set, medium 
eye colour. Slightly short erect neck, level wither, firm back, just slightly short croup. Good fore and correct 
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and slightly short under-chest. Moves correct coming and going both the 
hocks and elbows should be firmer. Shows balanced movement with very good reach and drive. 

2nd  Sundaneka Rio Grande S. *Sundaneka Almandin AZ x *Sundaneka Xynas Xcstacy AZ 

20 months 66.5/31 Not quite correct scissor bite. Oversize, medium strong slightly stretched, well coloured 
and pigmented. Good head, good ear set. Medium eye colour. Slightly short neck, high wither, firm back, 
croup is long but set steep. Good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. 
Slightly slab sided. Moves narrow coming and going, hocks and elbows could be firmer. Shows balanced 
movement with good reach and drive. 

Open Dog 



4 entered 3 exhibited    Gradings – Placings 1-3 Excellent 

1st *Conkasha Desert Cobra AZ S. *Asterhund Debra Cobra AZ x D. *Conkasha Dakota Start AZ 

2 yrs 8 months 66/31 Broken P1 lower left. Very large, medium bone strength, male with correct body 
proportions, who in stance is presents a pleasing picture. Expressive head with dark mask and correct eye 
colour. Good strength of neck, level wither, firm back, well laid croup, just slightly short. The upper arm 
could still be a bit longer and better angled, correct hindquarter angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. 
Slightly upright in the pasterns. Moves correct coming and going, hocks are yet to reach final firmmess, the 
elbows could be a little firmer. During movement shows far reaching gait and powerful hindquarter drive. 
The ligamentation over the back is convincing and the wither connection is maintained. 

2nd * Sundaneka Huggy Bear AZ S. *Gavin von Hasenborn aED x *Sundaneka Xena’s Ecstacy AZ 

3 yrs 66/29 Very large, strong, masculine, well coloured, expressive with correct proportions. Very good 
strength of head expression is marred slightly by the light eyes. Very good strength of neck, high wither, 
firm straight back, croup is of good length but set slightly steep. Very good fore and maximum hindquarter 
angulation. Stands not quite correct in front. Slightly narrow going and coming. Both hocks and elbows 
could be firmer. In movement shows good balance with very good reach and drive. 

3rd *Sundaneka Almandin AZ S. *Ch Vablo vom Osterberger-Land (DEU) a ED x S. *Sundaneka Bella 
Donna AZ 

3 yrs 1 month 63.5/29.5 Medium size, well boned, slightly compact dog with a good pigment. The coat 
condition looks sun affected and spoils the appearance. Good strength of head with good skull planes, 
expression is marred by the light eye. Short neck, level wither, firm back, the croup is slightly short but well 
laid. Good fore and correct hindquarter angulation. Stands correct in front, slightly short under-chest. 
Moves correct going, slightly narrow coming, the hocks and elbows could still be firmer. Shows balanced 
movement with good reach and drive. 

ABSENT  

22 *Ch Siobhan Greyt Impact (AI) AZ S. *Ch Eroica Catch Me If You Can AZ x D. *Ch Vladimir Greyt 
Sensation AZ 

Best Dog LSC *Conkasha Desert Cobra AZ 

Runner Up Best Dog LSC *Bhuchaille Evander AZ 

 

 

Sharon Ballantyne-Gordon 

 

 

 

 


